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• Understand the role of health information technology in the management 
of patient populations

• Explore HIT tools that enable the population health agenda and facilitate 
the transition from volume to value

• Learn how to turn big data into actionable information 

Learning objectives
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• System approach
• Building blocks
• Technology landscape

Agenda

Product-agnostic
Separate the grain from the chaff
Focus on challenges
Call out forward looking 
opportunities grounded on reality
Recognize transition from FFS to 
VBC 
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A System Approach to 
Population Health 
Management
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Managing 
Performance

How can I 
maximize quality 

and financial 
performance?

Prioritizing 
Risk

What are my biggest 
opportunities to improve 

population health?

Engaging 
Consumers

How can I engage 
individuals most 
efficiently and 
effectively?

The closed loop of the Population 
Health Management Engine
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The Building Blocks of the 
Population Health Engine
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• The Workforce
• Engagement Optimization
• Advanced Analytics
• Data Governance
• Industry and Policies



Physician Burnout Is A Public Health Crisis (Health Care CEOs*)

Physician (and other health care workers) burnout
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* Health Affairs Blog, March 2017

• Affecting 50% of practicing doctors**
• For every hour spent on direct 

patient care, two hours are spent on 
EHR data entry or admin tasks

• EMR (lack of) usability
• Increased performance 

measurement requirements

Work imbalance, emotional exhaustion
Associated with bad outcomes in clinical care
Financial impact on health system bottom line

** Mayo Clinic, December 2015

A successful PHM system technology must:

Embrace physician well-being
Enable effectiveness by reducing clerical burden 

and inappropriate allocation of work
Enforce team-based models where health worker 

expertise is maximally utilized for patient benefit
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Engagement optimization starts with risk stratification
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Proactively engage populations at scale

Fully Automated 
Population Engagement
Fully transparent solutions that 
identify and communicate with:

Patients who need primary and 
secondary prevention

Patients who need follow up for 
chronic conditions

Patients recently discharged

Team Directed Tools
Semi-automated solutions that 
enable identification and selective 
targeting of:

Patients that have care gaps

Patients that need to come to 
group visit or education

Patients already scheduled for a 
visit

Patient who will benefit from 
targeted campaigns

Individual Engagement
Solutions that enable me to 
work one on one with Jane 
Doe to help her achieve her 
health goals and lower her 
health risks
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Social determinants of health account for up to 60% of health outcomes*

Social determinants of health (SDoH)
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* World Economic Forum, 2016

• Include:
• socio-economic risk factors
• individual behavior
• environmental exposure

• Strongly influenced by the 
distribution of money, power, and 
resources

• Largest hurdle for data collection

Heavily influence clinical outcomes**
Generate higher health care costs**
Key to successful risk-based contracts

** NASEM, 2017

A really comprehensive PHM engine must:

Identify the unique social-behavioral barriers for 
each individual 

Map SDoH to personalized healthcare delivery and 
behavioral changes

Develop socio-behavioral prediction models



Inputs
•Risk stratification
•SDoH

•Resources capacity and costs
•Program availability
•Incentive payments programs

•System feedback:
• Impact on outcomes
• Response history

The optimization engine
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Maximize value (quality and efficiency) of care by matching 
each patient to the right level of engagement

Output
Multimodal and multichannel 

engagement strategy

• Automated, semi-automated, and 
one-on-one engagement

• Modalities and timing
• Program matching
• Resources efficiency



Advanced analytics for the Population Management Engine: 
generate insights from knowledge and data
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• Comprehensive strategy to leverage both knowledge-driven and data-driven 
sources

• Build the closed loop system 
• Data governance

– Responsible use of data
– Recognize and reward data ownership

• Patient attribution for VBC
• Future: predictive power ( transition to Cognitive?)

The challenges of a data analytics 
framework for PHM
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How do we know it is working? 
Outcomes driven metrics and benchmarking



The Technology 
Landscape
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• Artificial Intelligence / Cognitive Computing
• Cloud Computing
• Blockchain



• Multi-billion dollar landscape: genomics data processing, pharmaceutical discovery, 
imaging analytics, clinical decision support, etc…

• High, and sometimes overstated expectations

• True AI (Turing Test) does NOT exist (yet)

The data scientist point of view on current “AI” capabilities: 
• integrated pattern recognition and machine learning technologies
• only as good as the datasets that are fed into them
• clinical applications must rely on pre-verified training data
• the system “learns” by assessing the algorithm outcomes, and folding that 

data back into itself to refine its approach for next time

Navigate the hype of artificial intelligence
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A computational approach to 
augmenting human intelligence* 

Machine-driven effort to:

1.Understand

2.Reason

3.Learn

4.Interact

The cognitive approach

1. Rapidly process structured and 
unstructured (text and images) 
data (NLP and pattern 
recognition)

2. Connect data and make logical 
inferences

3. Update models from repeated 
problem-solving iterations

4. Generate probabilistic 
recommandations and predictive 
models
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* IBM, 2015



• Traceable source of evidence (who trained the system?)

• Take advantage of large sources of data (this is where machines are 
better than humans)
• Use structured and unstructured data
• Natural Language Processing (NLP)

• Data is sharable (data is NOT locked!)
Data governance

Responsible use of data
Recognize and reward data ownership

• Usability, usability, usability!

The “laws” of cognitive computing
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• Start with high-value, real-world, use cases
• Focus on outcomes, not technology
• Pursue the transformation of disparate information into predictive 

insights
• Harness the power of socioeconomic data

Needs and promises of cognitive technologies in Population 
Health Management
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Accelerate the ability of clinicians to identify and personalize 
treatment options for their patients, resulting in:
•demonstrable effectiveness (increased quality of care)
•efficiency (reduced cost of care)



• Efficient management and seamless consumption of “big” data

• On-demand scalability of processing resources and storage 

• Deeply integrated privacy and security

• Analytics and cognitive/AI technologies will become integral in core IT 
systems

The promises of cloud computing
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Cloud-based data aggregation and analytics will 
enable the population health engine to provide 
visibility and access to care delivery across the entire 
network resulting in improved end-user outcomes



Rising importance and adoption! Blockchain will:

Provide distributed, permissioned, and immutable shared ledger 
technology (trusted transactions)
Ensure traceability and management of healthcare data (data 
provenance and transparency)
Play a fundamental role in secure Internet of Things (devices, patient-
reported data) environment
Reduce the burden of health data sharing across the entire 
payer/provider value chain, reducing the total cost of ownership, 
complexities, and time

Blockchain for health care
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Patient-controlled data management (Identity management) (Example)
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Patient

PCP Specialist

Pharmacist

Payor
Hospital

ALL PATIENT CARE 
IN HYPERLEDGER

Patient controls which 
transactions in ledger can 
be seen by whom • Every entity in the 

network has 
immutable copy of 
every transaction

• The system is 
transparent on who 
made each 
transaction and 
when 



Parting Thoughts
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People, policies, and politics are bigger barriers than 
IT to the implementation of a successful Population 
Health Management system. However, Information 
Technology is THE essential enabler.

Knowledge is acquired by formulating and testing 
explanations, not by running an algorithm faster*.

* Pinker, 2018
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Legal Disclaimer

© IBM Corporation 2018. All Rights Reserved.

The information contained in this publication is provided for informational purposes only. While efforts were made to verify the completeness and accuracy of the 
information contained in this publication, it is provided AS IS without warranty of any kind, express or implied. In addition, this information is based on IBM’s current 
product plans and strategy, which are subject to change by IBM without notice. IBM shall not be responsible for any damages arising out of the use of, or otherwise 
related to, this publication or any other materials. Nothing contained in this publication is intended to, nor shall have the effect of, creating any warranties or 
representations from IBM or its suppliers or licensors, or altering the terms and conditions of the applicable license agreement governing the use of IBM software.

References in this presentation to IBM products, programs, or services do not imply that they will be available in all countries in which IBM operates. Product 
release dates and/or capabilities referenced in this presentation may change at any time at IBM’s sole discretion based on market opportunities or other factors, 
and are not intended to be a commitment to future product or feature availability in any way.  Nothing contained in these materials is intended to, nor shall have the 
effect of, stating or implying that any activities undertaken by you will result in any specific sales, revenue growth or other results. 

Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled environment.  The actual throughput or performance that 
any user will experience will vary depending upon many factors, including considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O 
configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload processed.  Therefore, no assurance can be given that an individual user will achieve results similar to 
those stated here.

All customer examples described are presented as illustrations of how those customers have used IBM products and the results they may have achieved.  Actual 
environmental costs and performance characteristics may vary by customer.

IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, and Watson Health are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other 
product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and trademark 
information” at ibm.com/legal/copytrade.
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IBM's statements regarding its plans, 
directions and intent are subject to 
change or withdrawal without notice at 
IBM's sole discretion.

Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general 
product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.

The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a 
commitment, promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or 
functionality. Information about potential future products may not be incorporated 
into any contract. The development, release, and timing of any future features or 
functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion.
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Forward Looking Statements

Certain statements contained in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 
1995. Forward-looking statements are based on the company’s current assumptions regarding future business and financial performance. These statements 
involve a number of risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially, including the following: a downturn in the economic 
environment and client spending budgets; the company’s failure to meet growth and productivity objectives; a failure of the company’s innovation initiatives; risks 
from investing in growth opportunities; failure of the company’s intellectual property portfolio to prevent competitive offerings and the failure of the company to 
obtain necessary licenses; cybersecurity and data privacy considerations; fluctuations in financial results; impact of local legal, economic, political and health 
conditions; adverse effects from environmental matters, tax matters and the company’s pension plans; ineffective internal controls; the company’s use of 
accounting estimates; the company’s ability to attract and retain key personnel and its reliance on critical skills; impacts of relationships with critical suppliers; 
product quality issues; impacts of business with government clients; currency fluctuations and customer financing risks; impact of changes in market liquidity 
conditions and customer credit risk on receivables; reliance on third party distribution channels and ecosystems; the company’s ability to successfully manage 
acquisitions, alliances and dispositions; risks from legal proceedings; risk factors related to IBM securities; and other risks, uncertainties and factors discussed in 
the company’s Form 10-Qs, Form 10-K and in the company’s other filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) or in materials incorporated 
therein by reference. The company assumes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These charts and the associated remarks and 
comments are integrally related, and are intended to be presented and understood together. 
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